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Drones, UAVs and QuadcoptersThe Must-Have Guidebook for Beginners and Professional Drone,

UAV & Quadcopter Pilots (Flying, Making Money, Filming, Laws, What to Buy, Takeoff, Landing . . .

and more!)What is it exactly that we are trying to accomplish with this book? The world that we live

in is going through a very interesting and dramatic change. With the new interest in both commercial

and hobby drones and quadcopters (4 propellers) our skies are going to become a very busy space.

While that alarms some people, for others it is an incredible time.For the would be filmmakers, this is

an incredible time to be alive. Never before have we had so many tools at our disposal to create and

innovate. With high quality cameras being upgraded with each and every intimation of cell phones,

we each have the power to produce beautiful and stimulating photos and video. We can create

content that can be enjoyed by ourselves, or farmed out to Instagram and YouTube. Our videos,

movies and films can be used to document the world around us, report the news, look at things from

a new perspective, and really gain a deep understanding of our environment.Sure, there will be

some speed bumps along the way . . . but every revolution has issues in the beginning. Indeed, the

laws governing what we can and canâ€™t do will change as quickly as theyâ€™re drafted to deal

with problems that we donâ€™t know we will even face. But progress is like this. Fits and starts.We

are going to guide you in your new endeavor, teach you about the kinds of drones you might enjoy

flying; open you up to techniques that make you not only a safe pilot, but a great filmmaker! We

want you to buy right, fly right, and shoot (film) straight. We will even discuss the notion of

monetizing your videos and content.Yes, there is something for all of us here. Of course, there is no

substitute for getting out there, buying a drone, and having some flight time under your belt . . . but

weâ€™re certainly going to give you the best chance for success.So, without further ado, letâ€™s

take a look at what a drone actually is and how we get here!ContentsDrones and

QuadcoptersIntroduction Whatâ€™s a Drone â€¢Drone/UAV Historyâ€¢Drone ClassificationsWhich

Drone should I buy? â€¢A Quick History of DJI â€¢The Phantom Series â€¢The Inspire One

Professional Do I need a camera? How do they fly? The laws right now Basic Flying Tips Basics of

Filming â€¢Low Perspectivesâ€¢High Perspectivesâ€¢Portraits and Party footageâ€¢Landscapes and

Real Estateâ€¢Sports photographyAperture, Shutter Speed & ISO Basics â€¢Apertureâ€¢Shutter

Speedâ€¢ISOIntelligent batteries? How to become a Professional Drone Pilot â€¢What is an FAA

333 exemption?â€¢Do I really need one?â€¢What kind of companies are applying for an FAA 333

exemption?â€¢Do I need to have a pilotâ€™s license?â€¢Isnâ€™t the FAA rolling out a new drone

certification soon?â€¢What 333 exemption paperwork do I need to file, and how do I file it?â€¢How

much does a 333 exemption cost?â€¢How long does it take the FAA to process my 333



exemption?â€¢Can I hire you to file my petition for me?Flight School (Learn to Fly in Los

Angeles)Drone Video (www.DroneFilms.Media)Monetize your Videos â€¢YouTube

monetizationâ€¢News footage collection/productionâ€¢Real Estate Videosâ€¢Wedding

Videosâ€¢Construction Site and Structural Inspection Dataâ€¢Security
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It is rare that I read a book that has as many grammatical and typing errors as this one. I think it is

fair to say that nobody proofread this book. Here are a few examples straight from the book: "the Is

out", "win not if", "drone the costs", "craft the may purchase", "the drone no what the", "below, it

define a grid Rick and pilot",...There are many more examples throughout the mediocre attempt at a

book. They also use the word "no" when they should be using "know". There are several 'links' in

the digital book--I tried several and all but one was broken. The book seemed more like a veiled

attempt at a sales pitch for DJI drones.

This book is necessary. I do believe you should get it if you have a quad copter or are planning to



get one. The author is genuine. In fact, our teacher Todd goes over in detail the challenges of

owning one. Best book on this subject I have seen.

I received a free ARC in exchange for my honest review.This book helped me to understand how I

am going to use my drone. I am new with my toy, but with this information, I opened my eyes and

discovered that my drone does not only give me entertainment, I can be a good filmmaker using it

correctly. Also, it is a fascinating look at one of the fastest growing segments of consumer

technology today.

This is a great summary about drones. I spent some days reading it, but it worth it. I learnt how to fly

unmanned air crafted legally. I loved that I can find an excellent compilation of the important

considerations and provides a lot of practical advice. If you are going to buy one, you have to read

this book.

This book had a lot more to offer than I thought it would. I really learned a lot about photography as

well as the different drowns in the market and what I should buy.
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